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1MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC S
1. Historical Introduction
Magneto hydrodynamics is the study of the interactions of a highly 
conducting fluid and a magnetic field through which it moves. The subject 
had its origins in the speculations of certain scientists concerning the mag­
netism of celestial bodies.
Bigelow inferred that the sun is a great magnet from the resemblance 
of the coronal plumes seen at the time of a total solar eclipse to the lines 
of force of a uniformly magnetized sphere. Schuster conjectured that every 
massive celestial body in rotation was a great magnet, and it has been said 
that Hale's search for solar magnetic fields was stimulated by these early 
speculations. In 1908 Hale discovered by means of the Zeeman effect that 
sunspots were the seat of powerful magnetic fields of the order of a thousand 
gauss. This discovery opened up a new chapter in astrophysics and was 
indirectly responsible for the beginnings of magnetohydrodynamics. For while 
the physical principles required in magnetohydrodynamics had been developed 
even before the advent of Maxwell's electro magnetic theory, magnetohydro- 
dynamic phenomena manifest themselves only when dealing with large scale 
phenomena such as are found in celestial bodies. They can only be reproduced 
in the laboratory with great difficulty.
About a decade after Hale's discovery of sun-spot magnetic fields, 
a theory of the maintenance of sun-spot magnetic field was put forward by 
Larmor. In this theory, the motion of the highly conducting solar gases a 
across the lines of force of a weak seed field was supposed to generate elec­
tric currents which magnified this field and sustained it, much as the mag­
netic field of the pole pieces of a self-exciting dynamo is maintained by the
2electric currents which it itself helps to generate. The motion and magnetic 
field envisaged hy Larmor had axial symmetry about the vertical axis of the 
sun-spot. But Cowling in 193^ criticized this theory and showed that an 
axially steady field cannot be maintained by axially steady motions. For a 
time it was believed that this so called anti-dynamo theorem could be extended 
to cover unsymmetrical motions also. We now know that this is not the case, 
as electrical engineers have known, in fact, .for a long time and Larmor's 
suggestion of a dynamo mechanism for the maintenance of sunspot magnetic 
fields was a very fruitful one.
Cowling added to his criticism of Larmor's theory the suggestion 
that sunspot magnetic fields might be the result of the convection of a 
deeper lying magnetic field by vertical currents in the solar atmosphere and 
that a sun-spot pair appeared where the magnetic lines of force broke through 
the surface. This suggestion embodied the important idea of frozen-in magnetic 
fields in a highly conducting fluid in motion; other investigators were also 
groping toward this idea. In 1937 I showed, for instance, that in a steady 
non-uniformly rotating magnetic star, the angular velocity must be constant 
over the surfaces traced out by rotating through four right angles the mag­
netic lines of force about the axis of symmetry of the star. A violation of 
this law would result, in accordance with the principle of the frozen-in mag­
netic fields, in the lines of force being drawn out in the azimuthal direc­
tion to give rise to so called toroidal magnetic fields. This theorem, known 
as the law of isorotation, was discovered independently by Alfvén in 19^2 and 
Sweet in 19 +^8 .
In 19k2 Alfvén clearly stated for the first time thé theorem that 
now bears his name; namely, that in a highly inducting fluid the magnetic lines
5of force are frozen in the fluid.
This theorem is one of pure electromagnetism and is a consequence 
of Faraday’s law of induction applied to an infinitely acnducting medium; 
namely, that the electro motive force round a closed circuit consisting of 
fluid particles must vanish since infinitely large currents would otherwise 
develop in the fluid.
About the same time, Alfven discovered the simplest example of the 
coupling between the magnetic and mechanical forces in a highly conducting 
fluid in the presence of a magnetic field. He showed that this coupling 
would produce a new kind of wave which he called magnetohydrodynamic wave.
As Alfven pointed out, since the material is glued to the lines of force and 
since the lines of force are in tension, each line of force will behave as a 
taut material string, such as a violin string, which when disturbed from its 
equilibrium state, will vibrate transversely. The velocity of the wave varies 
directly as the intensity of the magnetic field and inversely as the square 
root of the density.
Earlier studies of the motion of conducting fluids in the presence 
of external magnetic fields which deserve mention in a historical survey are 
those of Hartmann in 1937 on the flow of conducting fluids in ducts across a 
magnetic field, and the theory of magnetic storms of Chapman and myself 
developed over the decade 1930-40. But these papers contained only the 
glimmerings of the new ideas and there can be no doubt that the subsequent 
development of the subject stemmed mainly from Alfven's work.
In 194-9 Alfven collected and amplified his papers in a book entitled 
Cosmical Electrodynamics. Since then the literature has grown vastly though 
until 1950 the subject was still mainly of interest to astrophysicists and
kgeophysicists. The situation then changed drastically because of the possi­
bility of achieving controlled nuclear fusion. The conditions required for 
thermonuclear fusion are more like those in stars than in the laboratory and 
the best method of confining highly ionized gases at very high temperatures 
appears to be by a magnetic field. This led to an intense interest in magneto­
hydrodynamics as a laboratory subject. At first the work was done in secrecy; 
in 1957 this was lifted and a flood of publications ensued which has shown 
little signs of abating though the prospects of achieving successful nuclear 
fusion appears to have receded in recent years.
2. The General Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics
(i) By what we have said, magnetohydrodynamics is based on Maxwell's 
equations of the electromagnetic field and the equations of motion of the con­
ducting fluid. In addition, we must consider the equation of continuity and 
the equation of heat transport. We shall be concerned with non-relativistic 
problems and, as usual, the displacement current may be neglected for low 
frequencies such as occur in magnetohydrodynamics.
The coupling between electromagnetic and dynamical fields is 
twofold: the motion of the conducting fluid across the magnetic field gen­
erates electric currents which change the magnetic field, and the action of 
the magnetic field on these currents gives rise to mechanical forces which 
affect the flow of the fluid. The induced electric field in large celestial 
bodies makes self-induction extremely important and is the main reason for 
the difficulty experienced in producing MHD effects in the laboratory. Since 
in MHD we are mainly concerned with conducting fluids in motion we must con­
sider first the electrodynamics of moving media.
5In an inertial frame of reference, the electric and magnetic fields 
E and H satisfy the equations
V .E = 4ttv
V.H = 0
VxE = 
VxH =
!
c dt
kn . 1 5E
~  J + c —  at
(1)
(2)
(3)
W
where v and j denote the charge and current density; all the scalars and vec­
tors are ’’collective"; i.e., large scale quantities averaged over regions 
large compared with the scale of random fluctuations»
In transforming to a frame of reference moving with a fluid element 
whose velocity relative to the inertial frame is v is non-relativistic, i.e., 
(v/c) «  1 , the approximate formulas of transformation are
= E + vXH/c, H ' = H - — v*Ec ----- (5)
= v - v . j / c 2 , j  ' = J
¡>1i (6)
where the accented quantities are measured in the moving system. 
These are invariant under the Galilean transformation
r ’ = r - vt, t ' = t. (7 )
Further, we may anticipate a basic magnetohydrodynamic approximation in that 
the electric field E* in a frame moving with the bulk velocity of the fluid 
is small, so that E ' ~ 0, or E + v X h/c ~ o. (8)
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2 2Then, in the second equation (5) the second term is of order (v /c )H and so 
negligible compared with H. Thus (5) now becomes
E 1 = E +  ^ v X H ,  H'  = H ( 5 1)
and we may talk of a magnetic field without specifying the frame of reference
in which it is measured, i.e., it is invariant under the transformation (7 ).
The electric field is not invariant but transforms according to (5 *)• We may
estimate the order of magnitude of the derivative of any quantity Q with
respect to a quantity x by noting that if L is a length characteristic of the
dQ 0scale of variation of the field quantities, then ~  Thus by (l) and (5)
we have
v - -v»(vXH)/(W) (9)
The convection of this charge density by the fluid yields a contribution to 
the total current-density
~  v2 fcH N ^  v^ cIVXHl
“* 2 - 2 2m"c c
(10)
by (4). If the displacement current can be neglected in (2*-) the total current 
density is given by VXH and is thus of the order cH/4ttL. Thus (10) 
implies that the convection of the net charge makes a negligible contribution 
to the total current, which is therefore mainly due to the "conduction” cur­
rent, that is, a drift of electrons in the conducting fluid.
We have further
vH/c v j___v.V ,
Wine 2 ne c c c
v
ne (h )
7where V is the drift velocity of the electrons. In most cases, V «  v, and 
thus in an non-relativistic theory, the charge separation is small.
We must now justify the neglect of the displacement current. If T 
is a time characteristic of the temporal variations of the field quantities, 
then
1 1c 1 at ct
and this is negligible compared with V*H if
| E | «  |VXHI H.'LIT •*’ ? — *** zrcT - L
Using (8) also we have
or
vH
c2T
« HL
T »  - c
L
c (12)
The usual condition for quasi-stationary states is that T »  —; that is, an 
e.m. wave crosses a region of dimensions L in a time which is short compared 
with the time variations of the field quantities, and (12 ) only introduces an 
extra small factor in T.
With these approximations, Maxwell's equations
V.E = 4ttv,  V.H = 0,
(13)
= k n j/ c , VXE = - i H
are invariant under the Galilean transformation
r ' = r - vt, a>of  = t
8provided that E and H transform according to (5 ') and v and ¿ according to
V  = 1) - v.j/c2 , = j (1 5 )
2since the convection current vv_ is negligible. In general, v.j/c is com­
parable with v and so must be retained in (1 5 ) —  a relic of the relativistic 
theory in a non-relativistic approximation.
One more equation is needed to complete the electromagnetic equa­
tions, namely, the law of conduction. In a stationary conductor, Ohm's law is
Í = °E (l6)
where a is the electrical conductivity. In transforming to a moving frame of 
reference, it must be remembered that the conductivity depends on local ran­
dom conditions and so must be evaluated in the moving frame of reference» The 
modified Ohm's law is thus
= oe' = cf(e + ^  y x H) —  (IT)
by (5 ’)j and since ¿' = ¿ we have finally
¿ = o(E + “ v x H) (l8)
which is the required law.
It should be remembered that in the magnet ohydrodynamic approxima­
tion the time-dependent Maxwell equations (13) iv fixes dH/dt in terms of E. 
The current is then determined by Ampere's relation (l3)iii i.e., H "deter­
mines ” ¿ rather than ¿  "determines" H as under laboratory conditions.
9(ii) Mechanical Equations
Denoting the density of the fluid by p, the equation of motion is
dv I p
Îh jj = -Vp  + pg_ + ¿xH  + vE + j a W . v; + p,v y (19)
where p is the pressure of the fluid, g is the acceleration due to gravita­
tional forces, (i the coefficient of viscosity and
d_
dt = ft + (20 )
is the mobile operator. The third term on the right of (19) gives rise to 
the magnetohydrodynamic coupling. Since the current density is determined by 
the magnetic field in a magnetohydrodynamic regime, we use (13) to express ^ 
in terms of H so that we have
i X H = (VxH) x H. (21)
Also the term vE arises from the action of the electric field on resultant 
electric charges. It is easily seen that this is negligible compared with 
¿ x  H; in fact, since v is of the order of vH/Lc, vE is of order v^H^/Lc^, 
using (9)> whereas jxH is of order H /L. Thus the term vE may be omitted from 
(ll) which now becomes
dv 1 \ 1 2
P g r = -Vp + pg. + T f ij (VxH_)xH + J  M-W.v + 11V  v  (22)
The last two terms of this equation represent the effect of viscosity.
Since
(VxH)xH = - gVH2 + V.(HH) (23)
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where the last term is the divergence of a dyadic, the magnetic force in (22) 
represented by the third term is equivalent to a tension H2/ k x along the lines 
of force together with a hydrostatic pressure H2/8it. This is, of course, 
equivalent to a tension H2/8jc along the lines of force and an equal pressure 
normal to the magnetic lines of force, namely Maxwell's stress system. But 
the former representation is more useful in this context since the hydrostatic 
pressure H2/8* can always he taken up by a decrease in the pressure exerted 
by the fluid, and it then follows that the tension B2/hit gives the effect of 
the magnetic forces.
(iii) Equation of Continuity 
This is
|{r + pV.v = 0 (2if)
so that for an incompressible fluid V.v = 0.
(iv) Equation of Heat Transport 
This is simply
= (P) *£ + K (25)dt V  at
where w denotes the heat energy per unit volume and K the total heating effect 
per unit volume due to heat conduction, Joule heat and viscous dissipation of 
energy. 3h an ionized gas the most important effect is usually that of 
thermal conductivity making a contribution K* to K given by
(26)
where T is the temperature and X the thermal conductivity.
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3. Electromagnetic Effects and the Magnetic Reynolds Number
Eliminating the electric field E and between (13) and (l8) we 
obtain for a fluid of uniform conductivity
Vx(yxH) = (_||_ +vx(yxH)) (28)
p
Also, since 7.H =0, the left hand side of (l8) is -V H. Thus
dH , x 2 , ,= Vx(vxH) + H (29)
• 2
where 7] = (30)
As before, suppose that L is a length characteristic of the scale of variation 
of the variables and V a characteristic velocity. Then the orders of magni­
tude of the first and second terms of the right hand side of (29) are VH/L 
and 7|H/L , respectively. Their ratio VL/Tj is called the magnetic Reynolds 
number, by analogy with the ordinary Reynolds number, and is denoted by R^.
If this number is small compared with unity, the first term on the rhs of (29) 
is negligible and we have approximately
§  = (31)
This is the equation of diffusion of a magnetic field in a stationary conduc­
tor resulting in the decay of the field. The time of decay of the field is of 
2 2 2the order L /T| or 4ttoL /c , where L is a length comparable with the dimen­
sions of the conductor.
For ordinary conductors, the time of decay is small; even for a 
copper sphere of radius 1 m it is less than 10 sec. But for a celestial body,
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because of the larger dimensions, it can be very large. If the earth’s core is 
of molten iron, Elsasser.has calculated the time of free decay to be 15,000 
years. Cowling showed that for a sunspot magnetic field it is at least 300 
years, and for the general magnetic field of the sun it is 1010 years.
When is large compared with unity, the first term on the right
hand side of (29) is predominant and the equation reduces to approximately
= Vx(yxH) (32)
This equation is the same as that satisfied by the vorticity u) in an inviseid 
liquid, that is,
at = vx( yxtt>) (33)
As is known from hydrodynamics, (33) implies that the vortex lines move with 
the fluid and thus it follows from (32) that in a highly conducting fluid, the 
magnetic lines of force move with the fluid. This result was first given by 
Alfven and is called Alfven*s theorem. It may be stated thus:
In an infinitely conducting fluid moving in a magnetic field, the 
magnetic flux through a closed circuit moving with the fluid is constant.
This is sometimes expressed by saying that the magnetic lines of 
force are ’’frozen" in the fluid. In effect the fluid can move freely along 
the lines of force but any motions of the fluid perpendicular to these lines 
carries them with the fluid.
An independent proof of Alfven's theorem is as follows: let S be
an open surface bounded by a closed curve C made up of fluid particles. Then 
the flux F of H through the open surface S is
F13
(3*0
where dS is an oriented element of surface. The rate of change of F, namely
dF/dt, as the surface S moves with the fluid, is the sum of two parts.
SFFirstly, the local rate of variation of F, namely -gp and secondly, the 
change in F due to the motion of C.
In a small interval of time 6t, an element dc of the curve C under­
goes a displacement v &t and thus traces out a vectorial area dc x v 8t. Thus 
the flux through this surface element is H.(dcxv)5t and its rate of change is 
H.(dcxv) = (vxH).dc. Integrating round C we have that the rate of decrease
d c
and hence, by (32), vanishes identically. Thus F is a constant.
An interesting consequence of this theorem, first noted by Walen, 
is that in a liquid the intensity of a magnetic field can be increased by a 
motion which lengthens the lines of force.
Consider a tube of force moving with the fluid; let its cross- 
section be dS. Then by Alfven's theorem the flux through dS is constant as
of the flux of H through C due to the motion
by Stokes’ theorem. Thus
f£  = H  - JVx(vxH).dS = J  [ | |  -7x(vxH)].dS (35)
s s
the line of force moves about the fluid so that
1^
H dS = const. (36)
Also the mass of fluid in a small volume element hounded by tvo normal cross- 
section formed of fluid particles is constant during the motion. Thus
p dS l  = const (37)
•where l  is the length of the small cylindrical element. Dividing these two 
equations we find
H/(pA) = const (38)
and since for a liquid p = const, it follows that
H * A (39)
k . Examples
(i) Consider a plasma in the form of an infinite slab moving steadily in a 
direction parallel to its plane faces and perpendicular to a uniform magnetic 
fiel^. parallel to the plane faces of the slab.
If the region outside the slab is an 
insulator, then Alfv^n’s theorem requires 
that the magnetic field lines inside the 
slab move bodily with the plasma, whilst 
those outside the slab remain at rest.
The electric field E'in a frame of 
reference moving with the plasma is zero, 
so that in the inertial frame of refers ...
E + ^ vxH = 0.
enee the electric field is given by
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We may say, therefore, that the convection of the magnetic field by the 
plasma gives rise to an electric field which is perpendicular to both the 
direction of motion of the plasma and the magnetic field. The plasma there­
fore becomes polarized with positive charges on one of the plane faces and 
negative charges on the other. Outside the plasma the electric field vanishes.
(ii) Isorotation
This concerns the non-uniform rotation of a star; the sun, for 
example, rotates faster at the equator than at higher latitudes, the period 
being 25 days near the equator and 27 days at latitude 55°• Consider a non- 
uniformly rotating star possessing a magnetic field. By Alfven's theorem the 
lines of force can be regarded as frozen in the material and so are carried 
round by the rotation. Thus the star can possess a steady field only if the 
field is symmetric about the axis of rotation and each line of force lies 
wholly in a surface which is symmetric about the axis and rotates with uniform 
angular velocity. This is the "law of isorotation" of the magnetic field.
A simple analytical derivation of the la^ is as follows. Assuming 
axial symmetry, take cylindrical polar coordinates (r,cp, z) with the origin 
at the center of the star and r = 0 as axis of symmetry. All variables are 
independent of cp and t so that d/dep = 0, d/dt = 0. If the star has a magnetic 
field symmetrical about the axis, the equation V.H = 0 implies the existence
16
of a stream function Y such that
H = (Hr,0,Hz) = (to )
Since the fluid motion is purely rotational, v = (0, rcu, 0), as that to is the 
angular velocity of a fluid element about the axis. Also, in the steady state, 
VxE = 0 or since E + vxH/c = 0, for "frozen-in" fields, Vx(vxH) = 0. The only 
non-vanishing resolute of this equation gives
L K I)
z7 = 0 (M)
so that (o = f(Y), i.e., to is constant over a surface H = constant, which is the 
surface generated by rotation of a line of force about the axis (isorotational 
surface). Thus to is constant over an isorotational surface; this is the "law 
of isorotation." A violation of this law will cause the lines of force to be 
drawn out in the direction of motion giving rise to an aximuthal component of 
the field.
Exercises
1. Prove that the isorotational surfaces are also the equipotential surfaces 
of the electric field and that if <u = f(Y), the electric potential of such a 
surface is J^f(x)dx.
IT
If the star rotates with uniform angular velocity a) in a uniform
magnetic field H parallel to the axis of rotation, show that the potential
1 2inside the star is g-^ cuHr + const, and find the space and surface charges on 
the star (radius a).
Answers: space charge density
surface charge density
-ûûH/2tt
c
aoiHP2 (cose)
2. Assuming that the sun rotates uniformly on its axis once every 25 days and 
that the magnetic field of the sun may he assumed uniform in its interior and 
of magnitude 10 gauss, show that the difference of potential between the pole
Qand equator of the sun is of the order of 10 volts.
(ill) Magnetic Energy
This is defined by
WH = Stt vhere integration is over the volume occupied by field.
Using S  = Vx(vxïï) + T1V2H, 
at 1 = iW
ve find ^2. = J Jh .Vx(vxH) + Tg .V^ HjdT 
Nov Jig .V 2HcLt = -T1 fa . Vxj. dT
= -T1 J[V.(i.H) + ¿.VxH]dT 
_ -11 r(ixH)-dS - p L  .dT
Assuming that the current density vanishes over an appropriate volume and
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that the field extends to °°, the first term on the rhs vanishes. Thus the 
last term on the rhs of (l) represents the conversion of magnetic energy into 
Joule heat at the rate j /o per unit vol.
The first term on the right hand side of (l) is
j—  jH.Vx(vxH)dT = . (vxH)xH + (vxH) ,VxH]dT
= |^ f[(vxH)xH]dS - Jv.QxH)dT 
= 0 - Jv.(jxH)dT
= work done hy material against magnetic force ¿xH 
during the motion
5* Mechanical Effects
The mechanical force x H due to the action of the magnetic field 
on the electric current is perpendicular to the magnetic field and so will not 
affect the motion of the fluid along the lines of force«,
The effect on the motion perpendicular to the lines of force will 
differ according as the lines of force slip freely through the material or are 
nearly frozen into it. In the former case the resistance is important.
(i) Resistance Dominated Motion 
Using (8) we find
jxH = cj(E + vxH/c)xH = ct E^xH - a H2Y^/c (^2)
where v^ denote the components of E and v perpendicular to H. Equation (l6)
can then he written
19
p §  = p + ^ * 5  ' c ^  <*3>
■where P denotes the sum of all other forces per unit volume.
If P and E^ . are negligible, motion across the lines of force will 
decay on account of the induction drag in a time t of the order of
T = C 2 p/(OU2 ) ( V O
For mercury and a field of 1000 gauss, t is less than a second; thus induction 
drag can be regarded as a strong magnetic viscosity tending to destroy motion 
across the lines of force.
When P is negligible, the motion may be conveniently described in 
terms of the velocity of the lines of force. This can only be given a precise 
meaning when the conductivity is infinite and then
E + yxH/c = 0
so that E reduces to E^. Generalizing this equation we define the velocity w 
of the lines of force to be perpendicular to H and such that
+ wxH/c = 0  or w = E^xH/H2 (45)
Equation (45) can now be written
p ~í¡r = " V  (^)C
showing that -* w in a time comparable with the line of decay t. Thus the 
mechanical effects tend to destroy the motion of the material transverse to 
the lines of force.
If P ♦ 0, the relative motion across the lines of force is not
20
destroyed but tends to the limiting value
w +
aH2
( *7 )
Thus the force P tends to push the material across the lines of force at such 
a rate that the induction drag just balances P.
(ii) Resistance unimportant
In this case the lines of force are frozen in the fluid and the 
currents are no longer determined by (l8) but by (13). The mechanical effects 
are then most simply described in terms of Maxwell's stresses. It is of 
interest to compare the orders of magnitude of the various terms in the equa­
tion of motion. The inertia forces in this equation are equivalent to 
stresses of order pA^/L and the order of magnitude of the magnetic forces are 
of order H2/4rrL. Thus the ratio of the magnetic to the inertia forces is given 
by the number
S = ^/(lmpV2 ) (1*8)
This number is also the ratio of the magnetic energy B2/8tt and the material 
energy l/2 p V2 per unit volume.
The number S is important in so far as it roughly measures the effect of the 
magnetic field and the motion when the lines of force are frozen in the fluid. 
If S is small, the motion is hardly affected by the magnetic field. If it is 
large, the motion is largely controlled by the field.
As in hydrodynamics, the relative importance of the inertia terms 
and the viscous terms in the equation of motion is determined by the Reynolds 
number R = LV/u* Likewise, the ratio of the electromagnetic forces to the 
viscous forces is of the order of EpL/(l*TTpPV) = RS.
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In astrophysical application this ratio is usually very large; thus 
in the interior of the sun pv ~  10, L ~  10^, p, ~  10^, v ~  10^ in MKS units,
7and hence this ratio is of the order 10 implying that -we may neglect the 
effect of viscosity compared with the magnetic forces.
MAGNETOHYDROSTATICS
6. Magnetohydrostatics
This subject is concerned vith the equilibrium of a conducting 
fluid in the presence of a magnetic field. In general, the action of the mag 
netic field on the electric currents flowing in a fluid gives rise to unbal­
anced mechanical forces which set up material motions. In certain cases, how 
ever, the magnetic forces either vanish or may be balanced by fluid pressure 
so that the conducting fluid is in equilibrium. We discuss the existence and 
stability of such magnetohydrostatic configurations.
When a fluid is at rest, so that y = 0, the relevant equations are
V.H = 0 (^9)
= V hat ” (50)
VP = Pg. + ij“ (VxH)xH (51)
The second term of the right of (5l) represents the effect of the electro­
magnetic body force. This may vanish either because no currents flow in the 
fluid (VxH = 0) or because the magnetic field is force-free, i.e.,
(VxH)xH =0. In this case the hydrostatic equilibrium is the same as in the 
absence of a magnetic field, provided that, in the case of force-free fields, 
this decays in accordance with (50).
Other types of equilibrium configurations are called pressure-
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balanced since the hydrostatic pressure supports the magnetic and gravita­
tional fields. In the case of a liquid in which the gravitational forces are 
derived from a potential 0, equation (51 ) may be written
?(p + p n ) = A x H  (52)
showing that in such a pressure-balanced field, the lines of force and the 
electric current flow-lines lie in the surfaces p + pfì = const.
Taking the curl of (5l) we obtain the general condition which must 
be satisfied by the magnetic field, namely
Vp x Vfl = ^  Vx {(VxH)xH) (53)
In the case of a liquid at rest (p=const), this reduces to
Vx{(^xH)xHj = 0  (5k)
h2
The boundary conditions at a surface of discontinuity are that p + ^  and 
shall be continuous, the latter being the normal resolute of H at the surface.
7• Force-free Magnetic Fields
In the case of force-free magnetic field, (VxH)xH = 0 so that
VxH = oH (55)
where or is a scalar function of position and time. This equation implies 
that the current lines are parallel to the magnetic field at each point of 
the field. An immediate consequence of (55) is that V.(qH) = 0 or
H.Vo = 0 (56)
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i.e., a  is constant along a line of force. From (55) ve have 
Vx(VxH) = VxorH = oVxH - HxVcr= +<*2H - HxVcr
i.e., -V2H * a2H - HxVo
or by (50) 1  m  
n at = -ar2H + HxVot
From (56) and (57) ve can easily show that Vcr and hence or is independent of t;
1 AH p <in fact, ~ Vui 5=  * -or H.Vor + 0 = 0  and by (56) ve find on differentiating vithH - ot
respect to t that ~  Var = 0.
The field vill remain force free if
H = ^ f(t) (58)
vhere is independent of the time and f is a funtion of the time to be deter 
mined. Substituting in (57) ve nov find that
HriJ or- 0 (59)
vhich, together vith (56) shovs that or is a constant. Then (57) reduces to
H = -Tk*2!  (60)
the solution of vhich is
H = H e"*/* (6l)—  o
vhere t - l/(l)cr2 ). Thus f(t) = e_t^T
These results are only significant if the field occupies a domain 
surrounded by an outer non-conducting region. In this case the normal com­
ponent of the current vanishes, i.e., ¿.n = 0 or since j «yxH = ofi ve have
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H.n = 0, i.e., the magnetic lines of force must lie in the surface. The gen­
eral solution of the equation for force-free fields can he obtained readily in 
the case where ex is constant.
Operating with curl on (55) we find
V^H + o2E = 0 (62)
The general solution of (55) may be found in the class of all the solution of 
(62) but not all solutions of (62) will satisfy (55)- The solution of the 
vector equation (62) can be found in terms of the solution of the associated 
scalar wave equation
v2'f + a?? = 0 (63)
It is easily verified that if a is a constant unit vector, then independent 
solutions of (65) are
T = VxaY, S = ~37xT (64)
Then yxS = oT; adding this to the third of (64) we get
Vx(T+S) = o(T+S)
showing that the most general solution (55) is
H = Vx(aY) + ^x(VxaY). (65)
Examples : Solution of (45) depending on a single linear coordinate x ; then
Y satisfies
2cx Y = 0
a solution of which may be taken as Y = Acos <y x, A = const.
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Taking a = ( 0 ,0 ,l) we find from (58) that
H = (0, - g ,  0»),
giving
H = Hq (0, sin cvx, cos ax) (66)
where Hq is a constant. This represents a force-free field which is uniform in 
any plane x = const, hut whose direction varies from plane to plane (Stair­
case field).
Another simple example of a force-free field is derivable from the 
solution of the axially symmetric form of the wave equation (63)
I d , -  dYN - —  (a> — )
m do) den
+ c^Y = 0
where u> is the distance from the axis of symmetry. The solution of this equa­
tion which is finite on the axis is
Y = CJ (otn), C = const, o
Taking a = (0,0,l) as before we find from (65)
H = Ho {0, J^OV),JD (oi))
where H is a constant. The lines of force of this force-free field are cir- o
cular helices drawn on coaxial cylinders, the pitch of the helices diminishing 
to zero on receding from the axis, then increasing again and so on.
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8 . Pressure-Balanced Magnetohydrostatic Configurations
These configurations are of interest in connection -with the confine­
ment of a plasma, a problem of the highest importance in the design of thermo­
nuclear machines. We have already derived the basic equations. In the case of 
an infinitely conducting liquid, and an axially symmetric field, this equation 
is
Vx {(VxH)xH} = 0 (67)
Consider an axially symmetric poloidal field, that is, one which has 
no azimuthal component. Let (r,cp,z) be cylindrical polar coordinates with the 
z-axis as axis of symmetry. Then there exists, in virtue of the equation 
V.H = 0, a magnetic stream function U, say. The resolutes of the magnetic field 
H are given by
H = (H.,0,Hz )
where
1 dU 1 dU
Hr r dz' Hz r 3r
Equation (67) has now only one non-vanishing component
a(r~2AU,U) = Q
where
d(r,z)
AU = r (i f®) +dr 'r ar' -gi
From (70) it follows that
AU = r2f(U)
(68)
(69)
(TO)
(71)
(72)
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where f is an arbitrary function which must be determined from the boundary 
conditions.
In the case of an axially toroidal magnetic field, the only non­
vanishing resolute of the magnetic field is the aximuthai component H . It is
9
easily shown that in this case the equation (67) reduces to
BH
i s - 2  = 0r dz (73)
From this equation it is clear that no simple equilibrium state is possible in 
a torus, for instance, if the lines of force are assumed to be circles centered 
on the axis of symmetry, unless r is infinite or is independent of z. To 
obviate this disequilibrium it bee ones necessary to adjust the geometry of the 
torus as is done in the steHarator.
The case r = “ corresponds to a cylindrical conducting ionized gas 
confined in an infinite cylinder by an axial magnetic field outside this gas. 
Such an equilibrium configuration is called a thetatron. The axial uniform 
magnetic field is produced by a solenoidal current coaxial with the gas column, 
the field being entirely external to the gas so that an equal and opposite 
solenoidal current must flow over the surface of the gas. The condition for 
the magnetohydrostatic equilibrium is that the pressure of the gas balances 
the magnetic pressure on -the surface of the gas. If p denotes the uniform 
gas pressure inside the plasma, H the surface magnetic field, the magnetic 
pressure on the surface is H2/8tt and the condition for equilibrium is that
<0x0.-»^
(7*0 -
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The ease when is independent of z gives rise to the so called 
Bennett "pinched" configuration, which was the first to attract attention.
In this we have a cylindrical plasma in which an electric current flows 
parallel to the axis of the cylinder and sufficiently strong for the resultant 
azimuthal field outside it to confine the gas in the column.
Using cylindrical polar coordinates (r,cp,z) with the z-axis along the axis of 
the plasma, the current flows parallel to this axis. The equation for equi­
librium is then
In the steady state the current is uniformly distributed throughout the gas 
so that
H = H r < a (76)cp s a ' '
where a is the radius of the column and H the surface magnetic field. Equa-s
tion (75) can now be integrated to give
1
(75)
p = p,a (77)
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where p is the gas pressure on the axis of the plasma (r = 0); outside the 
column the gas pressure is zero and the magnetic field is given by
H = H - (78)cp s r '
Hence at r = 0 we have
H 2
pa = 4 "  (79)
Denoting by I the total current in this column, by N the total number of 
particles per unit length of the column, by T the absolute temperature of the 
gas, by nQ the particle density of the gas on the axis, we have
Hg = 21/a, pa = knT, N = |  Itty»2 (80)
where k is Boltzmann's constant.
Eliminating H , n , p , between these equations we findS 3 3
I2 = 2kNT (8l)
which is known as Bennett's relation. It shows that the temperature of the 
constricted plasma varies as the square of the current and inversely as the 
total number of particles per unit length.
■1 O
Example: If I = 1  million amp, N = 10x particles/cm, then T = 1 million 
degrees
9* The Stability of Magnetostatic Configurations
It is easily shown that the Bennett pinched configuration is 
unstable. For simplicity suppose that the electric current flows entirely on
the surface of the plasma. Then in the equilibrium configuration the lines of 
force of the magnetic field lie entirely outside the plasma and are circles 
coaxial with the column of gas.
When this is bent into a sinusoidal configuration, the lines of force are 
pressed together on the concave side and separated on the convex side. Thus 
the magnetic field, and hence the magnetic pressure which holds the plasma 
together, is increased on the convace side of the column and diminished on the 
convex side. The effect of this pressure is thus a net force tending to 
increase the distortion, and this leads to instabilities (kink instability).
In most problems of plasma confinement the currents are confined 
almost entirely to the surface of the plasma so that the problems of the 
hydromagnetic stability of a free boundary equilibrium configuration is of 
considerable importance. It can be shown that a sufficient condition for sta­
bility is that the curvature of the lines of force is toward the vacuum; i.e., 
the plasma must be everywhere concave to the magnetic field.
Another simple pinch instability is the so-called ’’sausage" insta­
bility of the pinch.
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Since the current I is continuous, the magnetic field at the neck is higher 
than anywhere else; the magnetic pressure H2/ ^  is thus greatest at the waists 
of the "sausage" and causes the plasma to narrow down still further at that 
part. Material at the waists is squeezed out into the bulges and there is no 
restoring force. This instability induces large electric fields because of 
the fast inward motion of the tubes of force.
Let the radius of the waist be r; then H = 2I/r. Now the fields extend over
a region comparable with r in linear dimensions so that the total flux F
through the loop C is of the order 2Ir. Also, if t  is the time during which
the plasma is narrowed down we have r ~  r/T and this must be comparable with
dF F 2Irthe ion velocity v. Also —  — - so that the e.m.f E 2T — — or 2Iv. Thus, if 
K TI = 2xlCr amp, v = 10 cm/sec, then E ~  4000 volts and thus may be larger than 
the applied voltage. This local electric field is believed to be responsible 
for the acceleration of ions and the spurious appearance of neutrons in thermo­
nuclear devices.
10. Steady Laminar Flow (Hartmann, 1937)
The steady rectilinear flow of an electrically conducting fluid 
along a uniform channel under the action of a uniform transverse magnetic 
field is of interest in such devices as flow meters, and the determination of 
the rates of flow of fluids such as blood, sodium and sea water by measuring 
the potential difference induced in this fluid by motions transverse to a
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magnetic field.
Consider a one-dimensional problem in which a liquid is constrained 
to flow horizontally between two infinite horizontal stationary plane walls. 
Take rectangular axes 0 (x,y,z) such that the boundary walls have equations 
z = t L. Assume that the fluid velocity v = (v(z),0,0) and = (0,0,Ho ).
Let further h denote the disturbance magnetic field produced by the currents 
so that the total magnetic field at any point is H = + h. In the steady
state, the magnetic field satisfies the equation
All variables will depend on x and z only; further, since we suppose that the
flow is the same all along the channel, p, h depends on z only. It then
follows from V-h = 0 that Sh /9z = 0 or h =0. It also follows from (82)z z
(82)
whilst the equation of motion is
1 2
that h = 0 so that h = (h(z),0,0). Equations (82) and (85) then givey
(»>
(85)
(86)
Equation (85) then implies that j.s a constant, P say, so that in steady
laminar motion the pressure gradient in the direction of flow is uniform 
throughout the fluid; (86) can be integrated to give
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p = p0 (x )  -
dp SpoBut - = P; thus - = P and we may write
P = PQ(x) + px (z) + pgz
where p1 = const - ^  .
Again (84) can be integrated to give
71 |z + HoV = ^  say>
where A is a constant. From the equations VxH = 4iy/c and ^ 
we find that the resolutes of and the electric field E are
j = 0 = oE x x
j = ~ • = o(E - - vH )y 4tt oz y c o
j = 0 = OE °z z
But from (89) we have
H v - Aaz 2 oc
and from (90)
4ttO---E = Ac y
(87)
(88)
(89)
= a(E + )
given by
(90)
(91)
(92)
i.e., E = (0,Eq ,0) where E is a constant given by (92). Since the electric 
field is uniform and its resolute normal to the boundary vanishes, there are
3^
no volume or surface distributions of electricity. Equation (85) now becomes
2 H
pv + (A “ - g^r vH ) + P = 0 
ôz c 0
(93)
or
d2v pu —2 
ôz
H 2o
v =
oE H
- (P + - 4 ^) (9*0
One of the boundary conditions is that y  = 0 on the vails, i.e., v =0 for
z = + L. Moreover, if these are insulators, ve must have j = 0, on the vails,z
a condition vhich is clearly satisfied by (89). The solution of (9^) satis­
fying the boundary conditions is thus
oE H ; ' '
(p + — £-ü)(coshM _ cosh —  
V = ------ £----------------- k_
OH2
-9- coshM
(95)
vhere M is the Hartmann number
M = HqL ( ~ ) 2  
puc
(96)
If the mean current in the fluid vanishes, then
f LJ -LJydz = 0 (97)
This determines the electric field as
Eo oH (McoshM - l)
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Thus
v =
PMc^(coshM - cosh
ctH sini^M (98)
Finally from (90) we find
h =
4rrPL(sinh —  - sinhM)
H sinhM o
(99)
for since H must be continuous at the boundary, we must have h = 0 for z = + L.
The velocity profile across the channel 
is shown in the figure for various values 
of M. The effect of the transverse mag­
netic field is to slow down the central
regions of the channel and accelerate
!
them near the wallsy flattening the 
parabolic form of the velocity profile 
in the absence of the magnetic field. 
When M «  1, the viscous forces dominate over the magnetic forces and (98) 
reduces to
v =
3ro (L2 - z2 )
21? (100)
as in the case M = 0. If M »  1, that is, the channel is very wide or else 
the magnetic field large,. (97) becomes
-M L- z
v.= v (l - e o (10 1)
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The velocity across the channel is very nearly constant except for a boundary 
layer of thickness of order L/M.
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC WAVES
11* Waves in an Infinite Fluid of Infinite Electrical Conductivity
We have seen that in a fluid of infinite electrical conductivity 
the tubes of force of a magnetic field are tied to the fluid particles, so 
that the tubes of force must be thought of as possessing inertia, the mass per 
unit length being equal to the density of the fluid, p. Again in a magnetic 
field of intensity H^, the magnetic stresses are equivalent to a tension 
/(^tt) along the lines of force and a hydrostatic pressure H '■/(8tt).. The 
latter can be balanced by a diminution in the fluid pressure, so that the 
tubes of force behave effectively as taut strings under tension Hq /(lm). By 
analogy with them, if a fluid of infinite conductivity in the presence of a 
uniform magnetic field is disturbed from its state of rest, the tubes of force 
will vibrate transversely with a velocity of the waves given by the formula
/tension x l/2 
'density^ or Y(«mp)
along the lines of force. This is called the Alfven
wave velocity.
The fluid can also execute longitudinal waves. In fact, if the 
speed of the particles and the phase velocity of the waves are both parallel 
to the magnetic field, the waves in the gas will be ordinary acoustic waves, 
propagated with the velocity of sound, c, since the particles can move freely 
parallel to the magnetic field, a new type of wave will arise since the
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magnetic pressure must now be added to the gas pressure. The effective pres­
sure p* is thus
(102)
3* = P + H?
8tt
Since the lines of force are frozen in the fluid, we have H « p duiing the 
oscillations; for the flux Hda> across an element of surface dco perpendicular 
to the field is constant and so is pcko, since there is no motion along the 
lines of force.
Thus the speed of the waves is
2 .r 2c + V A (103)
When the magnetic field is inclined to the direction of propagation, 
the waves are complex, and have the characteristics of both Alfven (transverse) 
waves and longitudinal waves.
12. Alfven Waves
The simplest case of magnetohydrodynamic waves is that first dis­
covered by Alfven and already discussed above, i.e., waves in which the 
velocity of propagation is along the lines of force, and the velocity of the 
fluid and magnetic field disturbances perpendicular to these.
Consider first an inviscid fluid of infinite conductivity in a uni­
form magnetic field H^. Suppose that during the oscillations the magnetic 
field of the wave is h, so that
H = H + h (101+)
The equations of continuity and motion are
V.v =0; = -Vl> + 5^  (vxh)xH (105)
If we take the z-axis parallel to the uniform magnetic field H y  and restrict 
our discussion to small oscillations, (105) can he written
H h H dh
= . v(p + , _ )  + ^  _  U 06)
Since V.h = 0, ve have from (105), (106)
P H h
v ( P  + -¡¡^ — ) = 0 (107)
H^h
i.e., P + is a solution of Laplace's equation; and if the fluid extends
to infinity, it must he a constant since it is constant outside a region 
unaffected hy the wave. Thus (106) becomes
dv H dh — ^ o —
Pat" 5S bz (108)
Moreover, since the lines of force are frozen in the fluid,
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Eliminating h or v between (108) and (110 ) we find the equation of Alfven 
waves
(— a - v /  — 2 ) (h,v) = o  (in)
dt dz
H0where V. = -—  is the Alfven velocity. Every perturbation can thus be reduced
* < / w
to two modes, one propagated along the: lines of force with velocity V^, and the 
other with the same velocity in the opposite sense. Since
(h,v) = (h^v,) f(z±VAt) (1 1 2 )
where h ,v are constant vectors, we have
dh _ _ dh 
W  ~ + A 5z (113)
and substituting in (110 ) we find
H
h  = i r p  V = * V^TTp .V
VA
Squaring we have
(11*)
^  1« 2= (115)
h2
i.e., the magnetic energy density of the wave is equal to the kinetic 
1 2energy density gf>v implying equipartition between mechanical and magnetic 
energies, a result due to Walen.
II. Magnetohydrodypamic Waves in a Compressible Fluid
Consider a progressive plane wave propagated in the direction 0^
in a conducting gas as the presence of a uniform magnetic field parallel
to the plane z = 0 and making an angle 6 with the z -axis. The resolutes of
H along the axes are (0, H sine, H co -o • o o
tions of density and pressure from the 
equilibrium values, respectively, the 
linearized equations of motion in the 
absence of body force is
p|= * -V$p+ (VxhJxH^ (ll6)
where h is the variation in the magnetic
vfield. In an adiabatic regime p“P and hence
p6p = y£6p = c 6p (1 1 7 )
where Y is the ratio of the specific heats of the gas and c the speed of 
sound.
Finally, we have the linearised equations of continuity and of con 
servation of magnetic flux
f P7.v = 0; - Vx(vxH ) = 0 (118 )
We shall further suppose that all variables depend on z and t only; then the
equation V -h - 0 gives at onceh * 0.—  z
h i
From (ll6)-(ll8) we deduce the following system of equations for 6p 
and the resolutes of h and v, namely
dh dv dv H cos 6 dhx „  a x x o x
at - Ho° eaz ’ pat_ 4« az
(119 )
« V  3 %  3vz
rr^ - = H cosB— *• - H sin0 r— - Bt o dz o dz
dv H cos© dh
IL_X = o ______ £
dt 5* dz
dv o -ne H sin0z + c2 M £  + ° ____ 3hjr _
'at + c az + T T  az “ 0
(120)
{ £ *  + P -  °dt Kdz
It is clear that the system breaks up into two independent systems; the first
two equations of (119 ) are analogous to (108) and (110) and thus represent an
H cos6
Alfven wave which propagates with speed . This result is otherwise
yirtp
obvious since the resolute Hosin0 of the magnetic field parallel to the axis 
Ox does not affect the motion parallel to Ox.
To examine the second system of equations represented by (120) we
consider a harmonic wave « g i ^ - k z )  gQ .^at k is the wave number. Substi­
tuting this in system (120) we obtain the following set of simultaneous homo­
geneous equations for v , v , hy  ^ y
-(H cosö)kv + 0 y (H sin0)kv x 0 z -
0il'S*
pewy
H cos0 
1 0 0II!>»
a
2,_-c kôp P ^ z
H sin0 0 khy _ 0
ü>Ôp -* 9kvz = 0
(121)
For these equations to be coexistent we must have
0 -kH cos0  0 kH sinG  0 -03
0 P® 0
kH cos0  
0
tat
-c2k 0 ptû
-kH sin©  
0
03 0 -kp 0
and expanding we find
= 0 (122)
( f ) k  ~ (v/ +c2) ( f ) 2 + v / c 2cos2 0 = 0 (123)
H
= -—  —- is the Alfven velocity. Since / represents the phase
VSitp"
of the waves, U, we may rewrite this equation as
tA - (VA2 +c2 ) ( u f  + VA2 c2 cos2 e = 0 (124)
The case 0 = 0  corresponds to two waves, that is, an Alfven wave already given
by (119) and a sound wave propagated with speed c. The case 0 » gives 
2 2 1+c , i.e., an acoustic wave propagated perpendicularly to the magnetic
where
velocity
*3
field and which we have already considered in section 9* In this case only 
one wave is propagated.
In general there are three distinct waves; an Alfven wave and two
others, a fast wave whose speed exceeds the greater of c and V  and a slow 
one, whose speed is less than the smaller of c and V^. This is most conven­
iently illustrated in a diagram due to Friedricks.
There is little evidence for the propagation of magnetoacoustic waves through 
a plasma. Some experiments on the propagation of Alfven waves have been pro­
duced, notably that of Hardcastle and Jeptcolt who used as a plasma a trans­
former-induced ring discharge in a strong axial magnetic field (~10kG) in
kk
argon, neon, and helium and at peak discharge sent an oscillating discharge 
through a coil placed near the torus in such a way as to produce a perturbed 
magnetic field normal to the axial field. The disturbance was propagated 
around the tube and picked up by search coils.
Because of the anisotropy of the medium, the normal plane to the 
phase velocity vector does not represent the wave front produced by a pulse 
at the origin. Such a wave front is obtained by finding the envelope of such 
normal planes. In the case of the Alfven mode, the phase velocity diagram is 
a circle so that the envelope is a pair of points at opposite ends of the 
diameter.
Thus for an Alfven wave, a point signal is transmitted along the 
field lines as two points moving in opposite directions. In the case of the 
fast and slow waves, the equation of a wavefront is
f r Xcos® + YsinQ -v = 0 (125)
The envelope of this is given by the 
9-éliminant of f = 0 and rn = 0, i .
-XsinG + YcosG - ^  = G (126)
X
These are shown in the diagram. Wave fronts due to instantaneous point source
at the origin after unit time. 
Alfv^n wave produces two points on 
the diameter parallel to the field.
= fast wave 
U = slow waveO
= Alfven wave.
12. Dissipative Effects
We consider next the effect of viscosity and finite electrical con­
ductivity on the propagation of magnetohydrodynamic waves of small amplitude 
in an incompressible fluid in the presence of a uniform magnetic field H^.
The linearised equations reduce to
|= = -V(£)+ (VxhJxH^ + W 2v  (127)
H  = V2h + Vx(vxHQ ) (128)
where, as before, h denotes the variable part of the magnetic field and v the 
fluid velocity. Taking the z-axis in the direction of H , these equations may
be written
k6
h = Ho dz (130)
H h
As before, we can show that p + is constant if the fluid fills an 
unbounded region; in this case (129) takes the simpler form
&  - wv2> -2 = %  i  <151>
From (130) and (l3l) we can easily show that (if o ,v  are constants) v and h 
satisfy the equation
bx
H
where V. is the Alfven velocity ■ y - .
*Aitp
In the limit when v. 0, a -* °°, this equation reduces to that for
Alfven waves.
The relative importance of the finite conductivity and viscosity is
2c 2 2determined by the operators .V and vV , so that, as far as orders of
magnitude are concerned, dissipative effects due to finite conductivity will 
greatly exceed those due to viscosity if 4itav|c <<|. For liquid metals 
under laboratory conditions or conditions in stellar interiors, this is cer­
tainly the case. Accordingly we may neglect the viscosity terms in (132) 
which now reduces to
at
2
c v2 2-) A = V 2 t £b t J - A ~
bzc
(133)
Vf
Plane Polarised Waves.
Consider the diffusion of progressive plane waves
A = exp{i(4x+my+nz-03t)} (îÿo
where is a constant vector. Substituting in (133) gives the frequency rela-
tion
p p p p pcü - i03k c /Veer - n = 0 (135)
where .2 *2 2 2 k = * +m +n
Solving we find
03 = -
2 2 _ 0 0 , k k  1lk c 1 rliTr 2 2 k c -jör- 2 1^VA n - 0 }2
Sita (Vtor)Ä
(136)
Here k is the wave number and thus inversely proportional to the wave length, 
2tt 2 2X = —  . Furthermore, V kjX /c = say, is comparable to the time of decay 
of a field in a stationary conducting fluid with linear dimensions X. Hence, 
(136) may be written
_ 2 -1 . / 2 2 , 4  -203 = - 2it it + (VA n -b it T )2 (13 7)
2Thus, if V^t |n|>2it , equation (13*0 represents two progressive waves traveling
in a direction making an angle 9 = cos 1 (n/k) with the magnetic field H^, and 
diffusing outwards as they travel.
p
The condition V» |n|T>2jt is equivalent to
., I c2 c2 v « p A.} CQS e I > ÇçfvT 2oH (138)
kQ
For mercury we find that even for a field as high as 10,OCX) gauss we must 
have X. > 31 cm. This indicates the difficulty of exciting MED) -waves in the 
laboratory.
The condition V.h = 0 = V.v requires further that
l  A + mA + n A  = 0  ox oy oz
i.e., the vectors h and v lie in the plane of the vave front.
(139)
The above analysis gives essentially the time of decay of an arbi-
trary disturbance in such a medium as of order t i.e. — g“  as vas ^° ”be
c
expected. Considering now the attenuation of a train of plane waves in an 
inviscid liquid of finite conductivity, which can be excited by the applica­
tion of a periodic forced oscillation within the liquid, oi must be considered 
real and (135) gives
k2 = q2eix (1*4-0)
where
kq. =( W d2 /c2 )2 ______
2 ¿ 2  V.^ct2 *4~03 +l6it A cos 0
2c
y tgx = (DC
cos20
(l*u)
The depth to which a disturbance reaches into the liquid is thus of the order 
of 2it/qsin|x; also from (1*4-1) we see that both q and x increase as 0 increases 
from 0 to J^t, i.e., a forced oscillation is less attenuated the nearer the 
direction of propagation approaches the direction of the magnetic field.
13* Shock Waves
A compression "wave of finite amplitude will steepen until the rele­
vant hydrodynamical equations become multivalued and so physically meaning­
less. This can be understood quite simply from the fact that the velocity of
i •y-i
sound varies as p ^ and so is larger where there is a condensation than
where there is a rarefaction. Considering then a wave of finite amplitude 
shown in the diagram at time t = 0, at later times the region of greater con­
densation will gain on the rarefaction so that the wave w ill steepen until 
the adiabatic law assumed breaks down. When this stage is reached, heat con­
duction and viscosity become more and 
more important as the wave steepens 
until a wave of permanent form develops 
as a balance between the effect of 
non-linearity and dissipation is 
achieved. The transition layer over
thickness of the order of a few mean 
free paths and this so-called "shock 
layer*' is thus indistinguishable 
from a surface of discontinuity. Such 
a surface is called a shock wave.
The densities, pressures amd veloci­
ties on the two sides of the shock are different. As we shall see, the 
state on the other side by using the conservation laws of mass, momentum and 
energy. The particular nature of the dissipative forces determines the shape
of the transition zone but not the relation between the initial and final state
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The presence of a.magnetic field -will usually modify the character 
of the shock wave in a conducting fluid. If the magnetic field is parallel 
to the motion of the fluid, it is clear that no electric currents will be 
induced in the fluid and the magnetic fluid will not influence the shock wave. 
When the magnetic field is normal to the flow, the effective pressure in the 
gas is the sum of the magnetic and gas pressure. As we have seen, the speed of
V ~2 i'c +VA , where c is
the local speed of sound and VA the local Alfven velocity in the gas. Thus in 
this case the shock wave will be modified by the presence of the magnetic 
field.
ill-. Stationary Plane Shock Waves in the Absence of a Magnetic Field
Consider a stationary plane shock wave in a polytropic conducting gas 
in the absence of a magnetic field, or in a magnetic field parallel to the 
direction of flow. The discontinuities in density, velocity and pressure 
across the shock can be determined from 
(l) the conservation of mass
(2) the conservation of momentum
(3) the conservation of energy.
Across the shock, however, the entropy will increase implying that the usual
assumption of adiabatic changes is no longer valid.
It will be convenient to refer to the side of the shock into which 
the gas flows as the front of the shock, and the other side as the back of the 
shock. As we shall see, the gas always moves with supersonic speed relative 
to the shock at the front of the shock and with subsonic speed at the back of 
the shock. The suffix 1, 2 will be used to refer to the front and back of
shock, respectively.
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Denote by p and p the density and pressure of the 
gas, by I the total energy per unit mass and by E 
the enthalpy of the gas defined by
E = I + pv ( lk 2 )
where v = l/p is the specific volume.
Taking the x-axis of a system of rectangular cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) 
parallel to the direction of flow, and denoting by u the velocity of the gas, 
the relevant conservation equations in the steady state are
1
Flow of—>
matter
Front Back
Ò
dx
f ï (pu) " 0 (1^ 3)
p àü = _ §2. + it ô / ôu\ 
puòx ax 3 ax (HA)
|pu(gu +E) - 3 = 0 (1*5)
where T is the temperature of the gas, \ the coefficient of thermal con­
ductivity and p the coefficient of viscosity. Outside the shock layer, the 
motion will be assumed steady and uniform. Accordingly, ^  = 0 except in the 
transition layer. Defining by [Q] = 0 2 ” ike discontinuity or "jump" in 
any variable Q, we obtain the required equations on integrating (1^5-^5) 
through the transition layer.
[Pu] = 0 (1^6)
• or p u = pgUg = m say (lU7)
so that m is the constant mass flow through the shock. Likewise, we have
[pu +p-j p— J= 0
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2or [pu +p] = 0
v .
since —  = 0 outside the shock. Finally, oX
[pu(|u2+E)] = 0
or Plul(|uia+Sl) = P2«2 ( K a+E2 }
which by virtue of (l46) becomes
1 2 1 2 
2 U1 + E1 = 2 "2 + ^
Equation (1^9) can also be written, by using (l*f6),
K Ul3+PlUl+plUA  = |p2u25+p2u2+ ^ u2?2
Calculation of I and E .
Let Cp and C denote the specific heats of the gas at 
pressure and volume, respectively. Since
p = R T p
when R is the gas constant,
C d(pv)
dl = C dT = ----  since p = -v R r v
Also R = C - C = C (#-l) if we denote by *¥, the ratio C /C .p v v p' v
becomes
dl a(py )*-i
(iW)
(1^9)
(150)
(151)
constant
(152)
(153)
Hence (153)
(154)
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which on integration gives
! = EX_ = -J2r-i p(r-i)
and
(150) can now he written
E = I+pv = TPp(r-i)
(1 5 5 )
1 2 , r pi 1 2 r p2
2 ui ^  = 2 ”2 V i  ^ (156)
Equations (l46), (lU8 ) and (156) enable the state on one side of the shock to 
be obtained in terms of the state on the other. To solve them it is conven­
ient to use the ratio of the densities and pressures on the two sides of the 
shock. Write
u.
x = - r  > y  = so that —  = X also (1 5 7 )
Pi g
Also denote by a the local speed of sound (r~) ahead of the shock and by 
1 P1
= u-j/a2 the ratio of the speed of the gas to the local speed of sound 
ahead of the shock. This is called the Mach number. Then (l^) and (156) 
give
(158)M 2 ,  1 , _ Y-lMj_ (1 -jj) = - y -  >
Solving for X we find that either X = 1, in which case there is no shock, or
x = ^2 = d  = (r+i)Mj_2
pi "2 (r .\ )n ^ + 2
(159)
The corresponding value of Y is
Y =
P2 2 ^  - (Y - l )
Y+l
(l6 0 )
Po Y+l PpWe note from (159) that — < V-r ; for a monatomic gas this gives —  < 4 .
Pi - Y - l  Pj. -
l k . Plane hydromagnetic shock -waves
The simplest case of hydromagnetic shock -waves is that for which 
the magnetic field is parallel to the plane of the shock. The relevant jump 
equations are obtained by noting that the presence of the magnetic field will 
increase the pressure by H^/8np. The conservation of mass holds as before, 
namely
[pu] = 0
and those of momentum and energy now become
[pu2 + p + 0
(l6l)
(16 2)
pu3 + (p-tgj) u + pu] = 0 (163)
Using (l6l) and the expressions for I as — 2--- , the last equation may be
POM)
written
11“2 + ŸXL p + 5^ “ ] = 0 (i&0
We now have three equations to determine the four ratios P2/P1> u^/u^p^/p^ 
Hg/Hij we thus require a fourth equation. This is provided by the steady
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state equation for the change in H, namely
h  (Hu) - b  h  i } 0 & 5 )
where X is measured in the direction of flow. Integrating this equation 
through the shock -we get
W = hI]  - 0 <166)
since the magnetic field is uniform on either side of the shock. Thus
[Hu] = 0 (167)
expressing the conservation of magnetic flux.
To solve (163), (l64), (165), and (l66) for the ratios of the var­
ious quantities we proceed as before and write
X =
u
"2
x %
H 9 Y p 1 *1
(168)
and introduce the constants
M2 = TM^2
2 ~ 2 u H
Y A s  , Q = —
a 8 ^
(169)
so that Q is the ratio of the gas pressure to the gas pressure ahead of the 
shock. Substituting in the above equations we derive the following equations
= Y-1+Q(x2-1) (170)
1^(1— 2 ) = f : 1 (~ i)+ h Q .(y L - i)
X
(1 7 1)
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Eliminating Y and discarding the root X = 1, -which corresponds to no shock, we 
find
Q t e - Y ^ + M Q + l ^ Y - l ^ l X - i ^ + i O n 2 = 0 (172)
When r < 2, this quadratic in X has one positive and one negative root. The 
latter has no physical significance and must be discarded. Moreover, when a 
shock develops X > 1, then from (172) we must have
i(r+ i)N 2>a(2-r)+r(U +i)-t5 '(r-i)N 2
giving
N2 > 2Q+r
or 2 2 2 
U1 > VA + 81 (173)
where is the Alfven speed ahead of the shock. Thus a shock develops only
2 *2 2 2 * if u^ > a]_ - + a , as was to be expected since a^ , and not a^, is the
speed of compression waves in a conducting gas in which there is a magnetic 
field perpendicular to the direction of propagation. A magnetic field reduces 
the strength of the shock, which is defined as i*e., the ratios of the
pressures of the gas behind and in front of the shock. For, let X^ be the 
value of X in the absence of the magnetic field (Q = 0); then (172) can be 
written
{i(r-i)n2+r)(x-xn) = -ox{(2 -r)x+r) (17*0
and provided X < 2, X > 0, it follows that X < X^. Denoting by Xq the posi­
tive root of (172), the pressure at the back of the shock is given by
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~  = 7 = 1+^(1- i ) - Q(X 2 -l) (175)
P1 o 0
Since Xq < and Q > 0, it follows that the rise in pressure is smaller than
for the case of no magnetic field.
Since plane hydromagnetic shocks in -which the flow is perpendicular
¥rto the magnetic field only develop if u^ > a^ , it is more expedient to use 
the magnetic Mach number defined by the equation
^1 _N_
_ * 2Q+r
1
by (169) (176)
Then (172) can be written
q  (2 -r )x2+(r (i+Q )+|(r -1 ) (2Q+r )m *2 }x
-|(r+i)(2Q+r)M^ = 0
(177)
*where >1 .  The positive root Xq for the ratio of the densities thus
depends on Q, the ratio of the magnetic to gas pressure, the magnetic 
Mach number and X , the ratio of the specific heats.
Plane Shock Waves Advancing into a Stationary Gas.
Let the shock move with velocity U, then this velocity can be 
related to the velocity of the gas on either side of the shock by a Galilean 
transformation which reduces the shock wave to rest. Let the magnetic field 
be parallel to the plane of the shock.
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-U
U2 'P2 ' P2,H2 U1 °'pl'P1,H1
Relative to the axes moving -with the 
velocity U of the shock, the jump con­
ditions are obtained by replacing 
Ug by Ug - U and ^  by U.
We then have for the jump conditions
P^U-Ug) = PlU 
*>2EL.6" Hp2(u-u2)2+p2+-g7- = P^+P^-gj
(178)
(179)
Po ? P, H.—(U-u~)2+ —  —  + t~— = i \ f^+ Ï— —  + ,-i— (l8o)2 V  + r-1 p2 5«p2 2 M P j 5*^ K '
^(U-u,) = H Ü
Also, in place of (lTl) and (176) we have
N2 r 4  m*2 1)2 'U22* 1 2Q+r (2Q+r)a1"
H.
where Q =
8«P1
■* - V
Writing X = p^ /p.^ , we iiave from (178)
X = UU-u,
(181)
(182)
(183)
where X is the positive root of (177)* Eliminating U between (l79)> (l8o) 
we find
*2 = d-|)(l3 )2 M,* (18^)
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Since for the existence of a shock we have > 1, -we must have
u^a^l-3 )2 (1-|) = (a^+v/)2 (1-|) (185)
*For strong shocks »  1, and in this case
x~r±ir-i (186)
and thus Up ,u ~  - 3  = i (r+i)^ (187)
1'x
Since r  > 1, the velocity of the shock exceeds that of the gas immediately
. . 5 1*.behind as was to be expected from (1 ) - if r = 7? , this gives u ~  3 u2 
15- Oblique Shocks
So far we have considered only normal shocks; we now extend the dis­
cussion to the general case. The assumption of infinite conductivity will 
be made so that the electric field satisfies the relation
E + ^ v x H = 0  (188)
We shall denote by n a unit vector normal to the shock front and refer to 
the two regions separated by the shock by 1 and 2, as before, the suffix 2 
refering to the region into which the vector n points. We adopt the same 
convention as before that [q ] =
15*1 Shock Relations. The equations of the electromagnetic field in the 
steady state are
V.H = 0, VxE = 0 (189)
6o
Using (l88) the second equation of (189) becomes
yx(vxH) = 0 (190)
At a surface of discontinuity, the first equation of (189) gives
CH^] = 0 (191)
and (190) gives
[n x (vxH)]= 0 (192)
or [v H - H v] = 0 (193)n- n- v y >
on expanding the triple vector product.
The remaining jump equations are derived from the equations
V(pv) = 0, (vv)y = - | Vp + (yxH)xH (194)
(vV)S =0, where S is the entropy (195)
As before (19^) gives on integration through the shock layer.
Cpv ] = 0 or pv = m, a constant (196)n n
and (using VH2 = HVH + Ex(VxH))
H2 1Cpvnv + (p+ g^ -)n - HnH] =0 (197)
and (195) gives
[vn (| pv2+pl+ ^-) + vn (p+ §^) - Hn (Hv)] = 0 (198)
where I is the internal energy, as before. The last two terms in this equa
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tion come entirely from the Poynting vector ExH, after using (l88). Thus, 
there will be a current sheet whose density of current per unit width is
J “ 5. x [H] (199)
In virtue of (191), only the tangential resolutes of H are involved in (198). 
If the velocity of the shock (normal to itself) is V referred to some set of 
axes and v now denotes the velocity of the fluid to these same axes, the 
equations maybe rewritten (using (l9l))
[H ] = 0 n (200)
C(vn -V)H - vHq ] * 0 (201)
TT2
C(vn-V)pv + (p+ ^  ) n - HB.] » 0 (202)
C(vn -V)p] = 0  or p(vn -V) - m (205)
[(vn-V) (|pv2+pl+ {£) + va (p+ ¿ )  - Jf (H v)] as 0 (204)
If the fluid crosses the front, i.e., v -V f  0 , we have an ' shock; we assume
that n is in the direction in which the fluid flows. If v -V = 0, no fluid — n
crosses, we have a contact discontinuity.
15*2 Solution of the Equation, Introduce the specific volume
X - - P
and use a bar for the mean value
Then
Q = I  ( V V
[PQ] = P[Q] + [p] Q
(205)
(206) 
(207)
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Since is constant, (201-3) give
mf[H] + h Cv ] - H [v] = 0n n —
m[v] + [p]n + ^  n Hjg] = 0
m[x] - [vn] = 0
(208)
(209)
(210)
Taking resolutes along axes x,y,n (a right-handed system) we find the follow 
ing equations for the resolutes of [h ] and [v] to he
m*[Hx]
mX[Hy]
H
--2- H [H ] 1« n L x
H
Hn[Hy]
h  W  i W
mT[H ] n J
-H [v ] n xJ
+m[v ] x
+m[vy]
+H [v ] = xL n
(211)
0
-H [v ] +H [v ] n y J y n J
= (21§)
(215) 
= 0
( 21*0
= 0
(215) 
= 0
(216)
+m[vn] = -[p]
(217) 
-[vQ] = -m[t]
This system of equations is similar to that derived for the frequency of com 
pressive waves (section 11) and gives an equation for m, or from (203), for 
the shock velocity
V = v -mT m (218)
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Nov (2l4) and (211) give
P. H(m ^ “ l£f" ) H^xi] + Hxm[vn] = 0 (219)
and likewise
(m2í - ) [H ] + H m[vn ] - 0 (2 2 0 )
2 -  VThus, if m T - f  0, substituting in (2l6) gives
H 2 H 2 ^ 2 
’ E T  [vn ]‘ $£“ = bSe *
or by (217)
H ?
(m2 f- |^-)m[T] = - [p](mT- &
m
or mfti+m2 ([£| T - ¡j) - ^  jg- = 0 (221)
If m^T - j~— = 0, then (219-20) gives [v^] = 0 and the only discontinuities
H
are in the tangential components of v and H; we shall return later to these 
so called Transverse Shocks.
We shall first deduce the speed of compression waves from (221) and
2 Enm T - ¡j^ —  = 0 (222)
In fact, for small disturbances we may write v q  + c as the speed of disturb-
anees
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Then in the limit t = [t] = - 6p, 9 = H,j^j* = -p2c2 where c is the
local speed of sound, and (221) and (222) become
2 2 2 o BL k p w2 H c
pu2 " 5F" = pu '^pc 4— 5 F - = 0
or
U2 . VA 2 = 0, Uif-(c2+VA2 )V2+c2VA 2 = 0 
n n
(223)
H jj — mwhere V. = ---- , V. = — r and since mT = — and m  = pU.
An -y^ +jTp A ^ i t p  p
15*3 Slow and Fast Shocks. Write the quadratic (22l) in the form
“2 (“2i - If) = 4 r ]  (“2f - IS") (224)
Then if m , m„, m, refer to the slow, fast, and transverse shocks, we have s' f ’ t 7 7
m 2* . £e ! m.
(225)
2 Hn , 2
ms i 5?F é mf
On substituting in (208-210) ve find the possible jumps in v, H and T as
[H] = km2 (H-H n)
Hnl _ 2
[v] = k'm(-^- - Tm n) (226)
[t ] = -k(m2 T - j~~)
H
where k is a constant determined by one of the values on the downstream side
of the shock.
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15*^ Parallel Shocks. In this case, H = Hnn, i.e., the magnetic field is in 
the direction of the normal. Then by (20l) axes can always be so chosen that 
v is parallel to H and in the same direction on both sides of the shock.
Then [H] = 0, and (211-16) reduce to
m[vn] = -[p], m[T]-[vn] = 0- (22?)
Thus m [T] = -[p]
i.e., m = -{f ■ (228)
The absence of the magnetic field from (228) shows that the shock is a purely 
fluid dynamical one in which the magnetic field plays no part in determining 
[v] or [t ].
15.5 Perpendicular Shocks. In this case, = 0 and H is in the plane of 
the shock front. From (22*0 we see that there is only one shock speed of 
interest; that is
m2 =C r " ^ j  (229)
which gives the fast shock. From (226) we see that the jump in [v] is in the 
direction of the normal.
15.6 Oblique Shocks. In every case other than that considered in 15.**-5 
the shocks are called oblique. From (201) we see that a frame of reference 
can always be chosen so that v is parallel to H on both sides of the shock 
and that then
1
Hn
(v-V)H n —v (230)
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The jump in the absolute values of the magnetic field can be obtained from 
(226) since
As for ordinary gas dynamics it can be sho-wn that if the entropy increases 
across a shock front, the pressure and density also increase. Since the u 
density increases through a shock [t] <0 and the last of equation (226) shows 
that k> 0 for a fast shock and k < 0  for a slow shock. From (225), (226) it 
follows that |H| increases through a fast shock and decreases through a slow 
shock.
lute of H. From the second equation of (226) we have that the same also holds 
for the tangential resolute of the velocity. Thus, across a fast shock the 
direction of H is rotated away from the normal (as is continuous) whilst 
for a slow shock it is rotated towards the normal. In the latter case the 
tangential resolute of the magnetic field may even reverse its direction, i.e. 
the tangential component changes sign.
and the last of equation (226) gives, on eliminating k,
(232)
(m2T-Hn2/lM)
From (200) it follows that the same holds for the tangential reso-
Fast shock Slow shock
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The question arises as to -whether or not a tangential component of the mag­
netic field may he produced through a shock if it -was absent ahead of it or 
whether it will he wiped out if present ahead of it. Such shocks may he 
termed "switch-on" and "switch-off" shocks. Clearly the former must he a fast 
shock and the latter a slow shock. The former is only formed if the Alfven 
speed is supersonic ahead of the shock.
15.7 Transverse Shocks, 
remaining root
We finally consider the "shock" relating to the
m, =
H 2n
5ìtT (233)
which is a transverse shock; the only discontinuity is in the tangential reso­
lutes of v and H. Substituting in (226) gives
[H] = km^(H-Hnn) = km^(nx(Hxn))
Since H = H n n
M  = h  Hn ^
[t ] = 0
(25*0
(235)
(236)
(236) shows that there is no change of pressure or entropy; and in conjunction 
with (210) shows that [v ] = 0, so that there is only a discontinuity in the 
tangential resolute of v. The velocity of the shock relative to the fluid 
ahead is
H 2 1
V v = “W  =
/
which is.the same as the speed of a progressive transverse wave. However, 
such shocks may have no real significance, and may he only a mathematical 
euros it y.
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HYDROMAGNETIC STABILITY
1. Introduction
The stability of a hydromagnetostatic equilibrium configuration is 
of prime importance in the achievement of controlled thermonuclear fusion. 
Collective action between one part of a plasma and another may generate elec­
tric and magnetic fields which tend to destroy the equilibrium and lead to 
catastrophic instabilities.
We consider a hydromagnetic system in a stationary state, i.e., one* 
in which the variables defining the configuration are not functions of the 
time. In considering the stability of such a system we seek to determine the 
reactions of the system to small disturbances. If the system is disturbed 
and the disturbances gradually die down or the system never departs appreciably 
from the stationary state, we say that the system is stable. If the system 
departs progressively from the initial state, we say that the system is 
unstable. There is a third class of stability which separates the classes of 
stable and unstable equilibria: this is the state of neutral or marginal sta­
bility. States of marginal stability are of two kinds and correspond to the 
two ways in which the amplitudes of a small disturbance can grow or be damped. 
They can grow (or be damped) aperiodically or they can grow (or be damped) by 
oscillations of increasing (or decreasing) amplitude. In the former case, the 
transition from stability to instability takes place via a marginal state 
exhibiting a stationary pattern of motion. In the latter case the transition 
takes place via a marginal state exhibiting oscillatory motions with a defi­
nite characteristic frequency. The latter case is referred to as overstabil- 
ity (Eddington).
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2. The Analysis in Terms of Normal Modes»
If a^, ..., are the stationary values of the variables 
q^, ..., defining the stationary state of the system, -we consider a (dis­
turbed) neighboring state in -which the variables take the values 
qLi+&l> ..., c^+i respectively-where g^, ..., are small quantities -whose 
squares and products are neglected from the equations governing the motion. 
The theory based on the linearisation of the equations is called the linear­
ised theory in contrast to the theories -which allow for finite amplitudes of 
the perturbation. Stability means stability -with respect to all possible 
(infinitesimal) disturbances; if the system is stable, then it can be shown 
that there exist a number of normal modes characterised by the fact that the
t
equation of motion for each normal mode g^ (i = 1,2, ...n) is of the form
v ' 2 '
h  + \  h  = 0
Instability, however, will follow if there is instability for any one: node,
A . U
i.e., the equation for the i mode is of the form
.. » 2 '
*1 * 1 * 1  = 0
where Xi is complex.
Stability can also be discussed by using the energy principle. In 
a mechanical system in which there exists a potential energy function Q, a 
stationary state of the system will be stable or unstable, according as Q is 
an absolute minimum or maximum. For in such a system (omitting dissipation 
forces), T + Q = const, where T denotes the Kinetic energy of the system. 
Thus, suppose that Q has an absolute minimum, Q , for a stationary configura­
tion. Then in a neighboring configuration, Q>Qq * Since T+Q = To+Qq, in
r
TO
the neighboring region, T = Tq - (Q-Qo )< T q, i.e., the system does not tend 
to deviate further from the stationary configuration but remains in its 
proximity. The system is said to be stable. If is an absolute maximum, 
then T> To and so the system will tend to deviate farther and farther from 
its initial state. The system is said to be unstable. If is a stationary 
value of Q, we have a marginal stability.
3* Linearised Theory. (Rose & Clark, Plasmas and Controlled Fusion, p. 270) 
The hydromagnetic equation of motion is
where cp is the gravitational potential, and the equation of continuity
P-r- = -rP+lxH-pycpdt (237)
(238)
Assuming infinite conductivity of the medium we must have
E + — vxP = 0 — c — — (239)
The adiabatic law in a moving system is
(ft + 2L-^)(PP”r ) = 0 (2^0)
Maxwell's equations are
(241)
In these equations, v and are to be regarded as infinitesimal quantities.
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3*1 Boundary Conditions. Let n be a unit vector along the outward-drawn 
normal to a surface of discontinuity, K the surface current density and [Q] 
the increment in any quantity Q, across the boundary in the direction of n. 
Then from Maxwell's equations (5) we find
n[H] = 0 (242)
nx[H] = K (243)
Since H lies on the surface, (3) gives
nx[E] = (n.v)[H] (244)
At a surface of discontinuity of the fluid the normal component of velocity 
is continuous, that is,
n.[v] = 0 (245)
and the total pressure is continuous, i.e.
H2[p +gf-0 = 0 (246)
At a rigid perfectly conducting boundary, we have further that the tangential 
component of E vanishes, v = 0  and the lines of force are frozen to the 
boundary. Thus
nxE = 0 (247)
n .v = 0 (248)
ig'ts¿1 = 0 (249)
which may be integrated to give n IW ii o (250)
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3.2 Equilibrium State, let the subscript zero refer to the values of the 
quantities in the equilibrium state; the magnet©hydrostatic equilibrium equa­
tions are
VP - j xH +p yep = 0  0 0 0 ov 0 (251)
o•r>
-3-1 o 
II#t> (252)
V.H = 0 -o (253)
In deriving the linearised equations we shall follow the lagrangian method.
Let be the initial position of a fluid element and its later 
position at time t be r . Let
I = r - r - — -o (25*)
Then £ = I (i^jt), i.e*, the independent variables are the three spatial
coordinates in the equilibrium position and the time t. Clearly | is the 
displacement of the fluid element from its equilibrium position at time t 
Then
v = | ; £(v ,o) = 0, £(v ,o) = 0
dt -
(255)
The differential equations (l)-(5) however are cast in the Eulerian form and 
these must now be transformed to the Lagrangian form. For instance, we must 
express the derivative of any function with respect to a component of r in 
terms of the derivative, of this function in terms of the components of r .
Thus , if we write r = (x^x^x^), r^ = (x10>x2o'x3o)
(256)
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From (l8) we find
öx dxft d| _
oß _  E.____E  (n. = 1 20x„ a* dx C 1'a  a  <x
Thus, symbolically, we find to the first order
v = 70 - (voi) .V 0
Then the first equation of (5) now becomes
( f t  = VxfixH^)
Integrating we find
H = H +C + (f- .7 )H - -o - - o'—o
where C = ? x(e»H^)
Again Ampere's law gives
h«i0h  - [v0-(v0i.).v0] X [ho+c+(i.vo)ho]
kit M 
c Jo - [^oi)-Vo > S o +V C +V [ ( i - Vo ^ ]
to the first order in |. The last term can be written
7oX[ (i V S o ]  = (¿■V0 )(70»g0 )^ V o ( l - V o ) ] ^
From (2^1), (26l), (262) we find
(257)
(258)
(259)
(260)
(26l)
(262)
A = V ^ - W iV S )  fe (263)
Likewise, the equation of continuity to the first order is
which on integration gives
p = p -p V .5 = 0  ^ 0 Ko o —
Likewise, we also find
p = p0-ip0 (v0| )
<P = V (^ v0)tf,0
(264)
(265)
(266)
(267)
3.3 Equation of Motion. Using the above results, we find this equation for 
£ to be
P-.I = -[V0-(V0I).V0][p0-rp°7.i]
+[j0+(?-V0)jo+(V0.C) (268)
-[p0-P0 (V.£)][V0-(Voi).V0][v(i'?o)'Po]
After some reduction this can be written
P0£ = S(£) (269)
where
¿.(5) = v0[rp0 (v0? )+ (I-'5’0 )po:1+V S -
■ 5i’Sox(V £ )+Cvo (Po?)]')tPo
(270)
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This is the required equation. We must now treat the boundary conditions in 
the same manner. It is convenient to introduce the vector potential A in 
place of the disturbance magnetic field and write
Then (2^ 7) becomes
H = H +VxA —o
n x A - 0
(271 )
(272)
and (248)
n . 1 = 0 (275)
At the boundary of a fluid one side of which is a vacuum, the total magnetic 
pressure is continuous, i.e.,
P-Po+ B* (H2- ^ 2 ) = (Hf-H^/S* (274)
where the subscript v denotes the vacuum values. In this equation P-PQ is 
given by (266).and H-H^  is given by (26o). We must also take into account 
the change of the boundary with time. We then find that (27*0 becomes
-4«rP0(Vol)+Ho.[C+(iV0)Ho] = H^VxA+dV)^] (275)
Likewise (24*0 becomes
V  I  = '("-o^Sy <276>
n xA = -(h ,01,, —o — —o —v
giving on integration,
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h. ..Example of Energy Principle, (Flute instability).
Confinement of a plasma by a magnetic field in a mirror machine. 
Consider an axialsymmetric system for which the plasma pressure p is small 
compared with the magnetic pressure.
Magnetic lines of force _L - ---— — _—  ------
plane of paper.
Then the magnetic induction is nearly 
the same as that in a vacuum and any
distortion of it increases its magnetic energy. Hence, the only perturbations 
that will cause instability are those that leave the induction unchanged.
The flutes are so chosen that they are bounded by lines of the unperturbed H; 
then by interchanging field and matter in regions 1  and 2 we can calculate the 
change of potential energy 5 Q.
The magnetic energy of a flux tube is
(277)
Also sH = i = flux = const along tube.
(278)
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The value of ¿0^ for an interchange of flux tubes 1 and 2 is
(279)
Clearly = 0 if = $2 *
For each degree of freedom energy of amount g  nkTV is contained in a volume V* 
Since I = ^ j Z ± ) tiie ma‘berial energy is
=sk n T V = E V
Ip r-i r-1
Nov pV' = const., if ve have adiabatic motion and also p is constant along a 
flux tube (see section on magnetohydrostatics). Hence, vhen ve have an adia­
batic interchange of matter in the tvo flux tubes
V, r r
° V  &  V p2(v7 } W 1 V 2]
For small displacements
hence
p2 = px+6p, v2 = v^ev
y*
5Qp = 6p&V+rp-^- = V”r5(pVT )6V
The condition for stability is that 6Q = 8Q^+6C^> 0
In general, p vill decrease as ve recede from the axis. Hence, near the
*? cy
boundary 6(pV' ) < 0 since p -* 0 . |§p/p|> y . Hence the condition for
stability is that V<0, since in the vorst case the flux $ is unchanged, 
and = 0. Again the volume of a flux tube is
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V = jsdl = § [ diH
since $ = const.; the condition for stability thus becomes
dl
H < 0
We shall now examine this condition in some detail. The figure shows two 
neighboring lines of magnetic flux. Since H is curl free for a plasma with a 
vanishingly small pressure,
f Hdl is the same for both lines 
of force. Hence
abH = cd(H+6H) 
or
x a V x it' R+BR1- H'
where R, R+6R are the radii of curvature of the two lines of force. Thus
m  _ OR
H " R
We can eliminate SR using the fact that the flux between the lines of force 
is constant. Thus
$ = 2rtr5RH = const
Hence, SH _ const
H ~ rRH
Again 6r = . r dl w  m . f co_ngt,_.dl 
J H J H2 J rRH2
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Thus the condition for stability can he written as
i
dl
’RR2
> 0
The radius of curvature is positive over the ends and negative near the 
middle. Also H is greatest at the ends and least in the middle. Thus, it is 
the middle section which makes the greater contribution to the above integral 
so that there is a tendency to instability in this region.
SOME ASTROPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
1. Theories of Sunspot Magnetic Fields.
oSunspots begin from a small dark region between latitudes 30 N - 
30° S which divides into two or more isolated spots running parallel to the 
solar equator, the period of growth being only a few days. Their numbers and 
waxes and wanes with a period of about eleven years known as the solar or sun­
spot cycle. The leading spot has a polarity opposite to that of the follower 
and the polarities of a sunspot pairai*e reversed in the opposite hemisphere. 
The polarities in both hemispheres are also reversed at the beginning of a new 
sunspot cycle, so that the sunspot cycle is, in fact, one of 22 years.
c b Cowling was the first to show that the 
magnetic field of sunspots grows and decays 
under the influence of electromagnetic 
forces much more slowly than the observed 
period of growth. The magnetic field
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satisfies the diffusion equation
V^ H = |~(fr in emu)—  at
and, as -we have seen, the period of decay of this field is of the order of 
2T = ctl -where o is the conductivity and L the linear dimension of a sunspot. 
Taking L = 5000 km, cr = 5x10 emu, we find T = 1000 years instead of a life­
time of a sunspot of about 10-100 days. Similarly the growth of a sunspot 
under the influence of electromagnetic forces is of the same order of magni­
tude . Thus calculation shows that sunspots cannot grow in sitn hut must have 
existed before their appearance on the solar disc and after their disappear­
ance .
For this reason, theories of sunspot magnetic field tend to consider 
the magnetic field as a more important factor than their relatively lower 
temperature (5000°K) as compared with that of the photosphere (6000°K). The 
coolness of the spot is thus considered as a secondary phenomenon. I shall 
consider two theories one proposed by Alfven and the other by Bullard, 
which is a development of an original suggestion due to Cowling. Both start 
with the assumption that there exist a general magnetic field of the sun and 
that there is a mechanism whereby the lines of force are bunched together to 
produce a magnetic field stronger than the original field. In Alfven's 
theory, the mechanism is that of M.H. waves. Alfven supposes that a whirl 
ring is formed near the center of the sun whose plane is normal to the local 
lines of force. This ring divides into two MH waves which propagate along 
the lines of force of the general magnetic field and finally arrives at the 
surface in the form of a ring. At the surface, the ring will be partly 
reflected and during this period the surface intersects the ring in two
8l
regions from which lines of force 
of the ring emanate. Clearly the 
polarities of the two spots will be 
opposite as should be the case.
The intensity of the wave h which is along the ring, is given by
h = ± V^tP • v
where P is the density of the gas and v its velocity. If v is sufficiently 
large, the magnetic field of the ring, and hence of the spot, will also be 
large. The rings will travel from the center of the sun to the surface with 
the Alfven velocity and it can be shown that the rings which break the sur­
face in latitude of 35° take a shorter time than those which arrive in lati­
tude 5°. Alfven found that the difference in time between the arrival of 
whirl rings in latitude 35° and 5° is about the same as the observed pro­
gressions in latitudes of sunspot during a cycle of 11 years (Spoerer's law). 
This estimate was based on the assumption that the general magnetic field of
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the sun is about 25 gauss at the equator. The observed value, however, is 
about 1 gauss.
If we suppose that all the whirl rings in one hemisphere rotate in 
the same sense, and those in the other hemisphere, therefore, in the opposite 
sense, it is possible to explain the fact that the polarities of a sunspot 
group in one hemisphere is opposite to that in the opposite hemisphere.
Cowling has criticised Alfven's theory on various grounds:
(i) To explain the law of polarities of sunspots during a solar
cycle one has to assume that all rings in one hemisphere rotate 
in the same sense.
(ii) To explain the change of polarities from one solar cycle to 
the next, Alfven supposes that there are two active regions 
instead of one near the sun's center, and that these two active 
regions last only for a given period to avoid confusion of the 
various cycles.
(iii) Alfven gives no satisfactory theory as to how the magnetic
field of sunspots is formed when the ring reaches the surface. 
This is perhaps the strongest objection.
Cowling and Bullard have proposed a theory which requires the exist­
ence of a solar magnetic field the lines of force of which girdle the sun’s 
axis of rotation. Cowling and Bullard suppose that if this field is con- 
vected to the surface by a vertical displacement of the atmosphere, two sun­
spots will appear where the lines of force break the surface. Such an azi­
muthal magnetic field is formed if the law of isorotation is violated. Let H 
be the general solar magnetic field and suppose that because of its violation 
of the law of isorotation, the magnetic lines of force are bent at an angle a
33
azimuthal field will he proportional 
to its length and so equal to 
h = Hq tana = HQd/D, denoting by d 
the relative displacement of the 
zone and 2D the breadth of the zone.
Supposing that D = of a solar radius, a field of 3000 gauss can be gener« 
ated from. aJfield of 25 gauss if there is a differential rotation of 
0.05 km/sec during a half cycle (5^ years). We do not know if such a differ­
ential motion exists; observations indicate that if it exists, this unlikely 
to exceed 0.01 km/sec. Although this is itself not an unsuperable difficulty, 
there are other difficulties which vitiate the theory. The generation of the 
azimuthal magnetic field h gives rise to a mechanical force F per unit volume 
equal to h /8jtL, where L is a length comparable with the radius of a sunspot. 
Taking h = 3000 gauss, L = 10^ cm, we find F = 3*6x10""^ dyn/cm2 . The meridia- 
nal component is of the same order of magnitude, so that the acceleration is
of the order F/p. Near the surface of the sun, p = 10 ^ gm/crn-^ so that the
2acceleration of the gas along a meridian is 3-6 cm/sec . Such an acceleration 
could produce a meridianal velocity of nearly 1 km/sec after a few hours, and 
this is certainly not observed. It seems, therefore, that the sunspot field 
is produced by hydromagnetic waves although the theory must differ consider­
ably from that of Alfven.
However, it seems likely that the coolness of the spot is due in 
part to the presence of the magnetic field. This also enables one to get a 
possible explanation of the mechanical equilibrium of sunspots. Sunspot 
material is supposed to be no denser than the material outside the spot at 
the same level. Thus the lower temperature in spots leads to a pressure
to the direction of rotation. Then the
Qk
deficiency there, -which deficiency is made good by the magnetic pressure.
Below the visible sunspot a more or less vertical bundle of lines of force 
is supposed to be present, -whose magnetic pressure restrains the hotter
material outside from flowing in 
and submerging the spot material.
The magnetic pressure due to a field 
of 2000 gauss is 1.6xlCr dyne/cm . 
This is comparable with the gas 
pressure, as it must be to allow a 
substantial difference in temperature between spot and surrounding. At the 
surface, the magnetic pressure exceeds the gas pressure and the lines of 
force funnel out.
2. The High Temperature of the Corona.
The regions of the solar atmosphere directly over sunspots have a 
higher temperature than their surroundings and this has generally been inter­
preted as indicating an electro magnetic origin of the heating, of the corona. 
Generally its temperature is of the order of a million degrees. Alfven sug­
gested that this could be explained by means of Joule heating during the pass­
age of hydromagnetic waves excited by the turbulence of the photosphere which 
manifests itself in the phenomenon of granulations. Cowling showed, in fact, 
that the dissipation of energy due to electrical resistance alone is insuffi­
cient if we consider only collisions between ions and electrons. Piddington 
modified this theory and according to him the heating of the atmosphere is 
due to frictional forces between the ions and the neutral atoms. This greatly 
enhances the dissipation of energy.
Let us first calculate the most probable value of the magnetic
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field of the waves, h say. In the photosphere, the density is about
10"1 gm/cni^ and the velocity of the turbulent cells is about 1 km/sec. Since
the magnetic energy and kinetic energy are approximately equal, we have
h 2 1 __-7 _A10^  = ^ pv = 2*10 xio |xl03
when h ~ 100 gauss at the level of the photosphere. During the ascent of the
wave into the corona tjis field will be reduced because of the reduction in
£density. In fact, h«p so that h diminishes from 100 gauss at the level of 
the atmosphere to 1 gauss in the corona. The.energy of the hydromagnetic 
waves transported toward the corona can be calculated as follows: The mag-
netic energy is h /8if = 100 /8tf = 500 ergs/cm . The velocity of the Alfven 
waves along the lines of force is HQ/A/5itp. If we have Hq = 1000 gauss,
p = 10~* gm/cm , the transport of energy is 500x10 = 5x10 ergs/cm . The
energy required to balance the loss of radiation energy from the corona and 
so maintain the high temperature is 10^  ergs/cm^ . Thus, it would suffice to 
convert one thousandth of the energy of the hydromagnetic waves to supply the 
necessary energy to sustain the high temperature. Joule dissipation of these 
waves is insufficient. The heat is j /<? per unit volume per unit time, where 
j is the electric current density and a the conductivity. The current is
approximately h/*Hid, where d is the length of the order of a granule. Taking
»8 -9 /h = 1 gauss, d = 100 km, a = 2x10 emu, the Joule heat is but 3x10 * ergs/
cm^ /sec. Alfven pointed out that this was insufficient and thought that the
value of a was too high and that one ought to take account of the reduction
of conductivity due to the presence of the magnetic field. Here he fell into
error, for the dissipation of energy is due entirely to
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the collision between the ions and electrons and a magnetic field cannot 
increase the number of collisions.
Piddington showed that the much greater loss of energy is due to 
the frictional forces between the ions and neutral particles if these are 
present in approximately equal numbers.
3° The Magnetic Field of the Galaxy.
The hypothesis that there is a general magnetic field in the 
galaxy has been proposed for a variety of reasons» The evidence of each 
taken separately is certainly not conclusive, but taken together the hypoth­
esis is very convincing. Recently R.D. Davies has shown the existence of
such a field in a number of neutral hydrogen clouds seen both in absorption
-5and emission. The strongest field so far measured is 2.5x10 gauss in
-6Taurus A and the smallest 2x10 gauss. These values are in good accord with 
the values deduced from the various hypotheses.
The existence of a galactic magnetic field was first proposed by 
Alfven as a means of confining cosmic rays in the galaxy in order to avoid 
the epergy difficulty which would arise if the cosmic rays permeated all space. 
The mode of confining would be one in which the cosmic rays would gyrate
-6around the lines of force which are limited to the galaxy. A field of 10
5gauss would suffice to contain a proton of energy equal to 10 Bev in a space
ITof radius 3x10 cm. (smaller than interstellar distances). But the energy 
of a cosmic ray in the galaxy is destroyed by a collision with an inter­
stellar atom once every 50 million years, and it is necessary to explain why 
the number of cosmic rays remains fixed. Of all the explanations proposed, 
a process of acceleration by electro magnetic forces is the most probable.
Another reason put forward for the existence of a galactic magnetic
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field was the discovery of the polarisation of star light by Hall and Mikesell
at the Naval Research Lab, and by Hiltner at Yerkes Observatory. This
polarisation seems to be acquired by the light during its long journey across
interstellar space and the stars -which are most reddened by the dispersion
caused by interstellar nebulosities are the ones that acquire the greatest
polarisation. For this reason it is suggested that the absorption of light is
most probably caused by small grains, for example* a speck of dust or smoke.
The variation of the absorption with the plane of polarisation indicate that
the specks are not spherical but rather slender ovals or needles oriented
with their axes in the same direction which is nearly perpendicular to the
plane of the galaxy. It seems reasonable to suppose that this alignment is
caused by a magnetic field. Two theories were proposed, one by Spitzer and
Tukey and the other by Davis and Greenstein. The former theory leads to a
-3value of the interstellar magnetic field of the order of 10 ‘ gauss which is 
generally thought to be too high. Davis and Greenstein suppose that the 
grains contain no iron but are mainly made up of ice, ammonia, and methane.
The iron is in the form of an oxide so that it has no permanent magnetism but 
has magnetic susceptibility. Hence, because of the velocity of a getation, 
the grains will rotate around the lines of force with their larger axis per­
pendicular to the lines of force. Hence their axes will be perpendicular to 
the lines of force. Hence their axes will be perpendicular to the lines of
force* i.e., the magnetic field will be mainly parallel to the galactic plane,
-5 -4which according to Davis and Greenstein, does not exceed 10 to 10 gauss. 
The third independent phenomenon which also seems to lend support to the 
existence of an interstellar magnetic field, relates to the possibility that 
the motion of interstellar gas could generate a magnetic field. Such a gas
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is an excellent electric conductor so that it can produce a magnetic field
by dynamo action from a feebler seed field. As the field increases the
mechanical forces react on the motion of the gas, which tend to limit its
intensity, as in an industrial dynamo.
The mechanical effects are equivalent to a tension /8ix along the
lines of force and an equal compression perpendicular to them. To be able to
react appreciably on the gas motion, these stresses must at least be of the
1 2same order of magnitude as the dynamical pressures ^ pv where p = density, 
v = velocity of the gas. Chandrasekhar and Fermi adopted as probable values 
of these quantities
-2k 5v = lk km/sec. p = 2kxl0 g/crnf
Thus, setting
H2
= BS’ we find
-6H ~  7x10 gauss.
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